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Over the past year, I have had the distinct privilege, as have many 
of you, of attending our special conferences around the world 
including Singapore, China, and Lake Geneva.  I was personally 
amazed by the quality of these topically focused conferences, 
the high quality of the plenary as well as the paper sessions. At 
the majority of these conferences we were able to sponsor paper 
development workshops and/or PhD and Junior faculty workshop 
opportunities. These were not just regional conferences, although 
they did emphasize a particular region of the world. The reason I 
say this is that there were great scholars from all over the world 
attending these smaller conferences, giving all involved the 
opportunity of forming closer relationships between the local 
attendees and scholars from around the world. This makes the 
conferences exciting as well as a great opportunity for all attendees.

I am highlighting the success of these small conferences to indicate 
the vibrancy of our Society. Much of this vibrancy comes from the 
initiative of our members and their ability to find additional local 
financial support for sponsoring these conferences. These are truly 
exceptional events and they are so because of the dedicated work 
that is put into them by the organizing teams but also because 
we have a stellar operating group at the office who have really 
honed a model of flexible contracting around the world for such 
meetings, a great apparatus for getting reviewers, and reducing 

the burden for program organizers. It’s interesting that others have 
been noticing this and have been asking us to do other conferences 
with our apparatus besides the special conferences that we have 
been putting on. I am so grateful for all the input that we received 
from the Interest Groups taking initiative and local entrepreneurial 
individuals as well as sponsors for these conferences. It helps 
our discipline on all dimensions – better papers, better paper 
development, better visibility at universities around the world, and 
improved practice and consulting for live businesses. Strategy is not 
only a viable academic discipline; we have a culture and history of 
focusing on improved competitiveness and performance.

This vibrancy also comes through in our publications that continue 
to advance. We are grateful for Wiley, who has given us more pages 
– not only for the Strategic Management Journal but also for the 
Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal and the Global Strategy Journal.  
This allows greater capacity for publishing first-rate research in 
focused outlets.  We are also seeking to develop a better digital 
media strategy by appointing a new co-editor focused on social 
and electronic media innovations across our journals. You will see 
the announcement for this new position further in this newsletter.  
Please ask around and help us identify any qualified individuals who 
can guide us forward. 

Again, I want to thank you for all that you do in the Society; 
this is your Society, and it is apparent that you are engaged and 
participating, for which we are all very, very grateful. I look forward 
to joining you at the Annual Conference in Atlanta in September!

Robert Hoskisson

THOUGHTS FROM THE SMS PRESIDENT

Robert Hoskisson 
President  
Rice University

 I am highlighting the success of these 

small conferences to indicate the vibrancy of our 

Society.  Much of this vibrancy comes from the 

initiative of our members…

http://strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1224
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THOUGHTS FROM THE SMS PRESIDENT SMS NEwS

We are pleased to report the success of the Society in our latest 
Annual Report, which was mailed to our members in April. 
The report details information such as conference activities, 
publications, award programs, membership, and financials.  Click 
here to access the online version of the 2012 Annual Report.  

At the beginning of this year, the SMS announced a new Board of Directors with Jay Barney giving over presidential reins to 
Bob Hoskisson and Marjorie Lyles moving into the President- Elect position.  The Board also welcomed three new members for 
the 2013-2015 term: Laura B. Cardinal, Javier Gimeno, and Costas Markides. Currently, the Nominating Committee is inviting 
recommendations for upcoming new board member positions.  To recommend a member for one of these positions, click here. 

aNNUal REPORT 2012

wElcOME NEw BOaRD OFFIcERS

The SMS is continent hopping in 2014!  With conferences 
already announced in Copenhagen and Tel Aviv, we are 
thrilled to announce the confirmation of Madrid and Sydney as 
conference locales.  The 34th Annual International Conference 
will be held in Madrid from September 20-23, 2014 with the 
theme “Strategies in a World of Networks.”  From December 
6-8, 2014, a special conference will take place in Sydney 
with the topic “Strategic Management in the Asian Century – 
Dealing with Dynamism, Diversity, and Development.”  Please 
continue to check our website for further developments.

NEw 2014 cONFERENcE lOcaTIONS

Laura B. Cardinal 
University of Houston

Javier Gimeno 
INSEAD

Costas Markides 
London Business School
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For more information  
and instructions for  
nominations, please visit  
strategicmanagement.
net/sms_journals_ 
coeditor_search.php.

The SMS and Wiley are now seeking nominations for a co-editor 
position to work alongside the current co-editors at the SMJ, SEJ, 
and GSJ. The new co-editor will likely assume his/her duties at 
the beginning of the 2014 calendar year and will be appointed 
for renewable three-year terms. The overall goal of this co-editor 
will be to extend the reach and depth of scholarship of the SMS 
journals and scholars who publish in these journals by identifying 
opportunities for innovation in creating and disseminating their 
intellectual contributions through new media. This person will 
conceptualize and help implement such online innovations at the 
SMS journals.

The appointed person will have status equivalent to the co-
editors of the three SMS journals, as the “co-editor for SMS 
journal media innovation” (for short, a “media innovations 
co-editor”). The media innovations editor will actively collaborate 
with the other journal editors, the SMS leadership and staff, 
Wiley staff, and other relevant stakeholders to promote accepted 
material through new channels.

The media innovations co-editor will be responsible for the 
following activities:

Opportunities: Identify opportunities to enrich and/or move 
beyond the current published format of traditional journal articles 
via extended discussions and stand-alone contributions that 
innovate through the use of media advances. An early priority 
is to design a social media strategy as well as applications to 
provide access to SMS publications on mobile devices. Beyond 
these, examples might include post-publication discussions and 
comments (with or without moderators), on-line extensions of 
articles, on-line video support by authors and commentators, 
moderated discussions with authors, and similar opportunities. 
The emphasis is to identify opportunities that expand the 
intellectual impact of the SMS journals both to add value for 
existing audiences and to reach new or under-served audiences, 
including practitioners and students, while also identifying viable 
business models for the innovations (e.g., some innovations might 
be open-access to all potential audiences, others might be limited 

to SMS members, and others could conceivably require additional 
fees; other financial models such as concurrent advertising and/or 
complementary products also may well be relevant).

Priorities: Determine priorities for implementing key 
opportunities, including both small scale experiments and larger 
scale models.

Implementation: Coordinate implementation of focal 
innovations in collaboration with stakeholders at the SMS 
journals, including SMS publication committee, SMS journal 
co-editors and associate editors, and publisher. Some innovations 
are likely to be implemented by the SMS, others by the publisher, 
others jointly.

Each nominee should have the following qualifications:

•	 Technology awareness: Knowledge of current and 
emerging opportunities in on-line and other media-based 
technology. The technical knowledge needs to be focused 
on awareness and experience with potentially beneficial 
applications of the technology, rather than emphasizing 
underlying technical skills.

•	 Content insight: Insight about opportunities to enrich 
traditional intellectual content of the SMS journals and to 
generate new intellectual content.

•	 Active and collaborative leadership: History of 
active leadership of substantial initiatives, combined with 
demonstrated ability to collaborate with other stakeholders.

•	 Academic stature: Credibility within the SMS academic 
community as a strong scholar; stature equivalent to 
reputation needed for appointment as a traditional co-
editor of the SMS journals.

•	 Passion: Clear commitment to helping the SMS and 
its journals and the discipline move forward, both 
operationally and strategically.

Nominations, including self-nominations, will be accepted until 
September 2, 2013 or until we find the right person.

MEDIa INNOVaTIONS cO-EDITOR SEaRcH

http://strategicmanagement.net/sms_journals_coeditor_search.php
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CALL FOR PAPERS: Replication in Strategic Management

Reproducibility of results lies at the core of modern science. 
It is vital to building a cumulative body of thought that is 
reliable. Yet journals relevant to strategic management do not 
publish replication studies. Recently, the need for replication 
has become much more apparent as published replications 
have overturned key results in drug therapy and clinical 
practice within medical science. Even double blind experimental 
studies, the gold standard for establishing causal relationships 
have been questioned. In fact, the need for replication is 
deeply embedded in the probabilistic logic of estimating 
statistical significance. Within strategic management, there is 
potential for data snooping, which can result in exaggerated 
significance levels. This is exacerbated by the common practice 
in management research of publishing only supporting results 
(i.e., significant coefficients). Furthermore, without replication, 
phenomenon-based empirical regularities, or stylized facts as 
they are often called, cannot be developed and studied. Such 
empirical regularities have been and are important in the 
development of strategic management theory (e.g., learning 
curves, diversification patterns/performance, conditions favoring 
joint ventures). The submission deadline is October 1, 2014.

CALL FOR PAPERS: The Role of Location in Achieving Global Competitiveness

Despite the importance of geography and network density demonstrated in the extant literature, much remains unknown regarding 
the pertinence of location to global organizations (MNCs) and markets. This broad area of research includes an encompassing set of 
themes. For instance, location can represent a significantly munificent environment for MNCs to seek unique resources and capabilities, 
as well as local ventures that leverage local sources of advantage when competing globally. Location research opens avenues for 
understanding institutional as well as competitive processes, such as the anchoring MNCs provide to local related businesses, or 
the role of local governments and institutions in creating national champions to compete abroad, as well as the unique qualities of 
competitive and cooperative dynamics among MNCs that are contingent on specific location characteristics. Additionally, this area of 
research begs for a more thorough understanding of multinational organizations themselves, such as the integration and diffusion of 
capabilities captured across global subsidiaries and the role of local talent to the competitive stance of MNCs. Our intent is to provide 
scholars interested in global strategy and global organizational management with a collection of rigorous and robust theory-building 
and theory-testing efforts that will pave the way to a new level of understanding of the role of location in achieving and maintaining 
global competitiveness. The submission deadline is October 15, 2013.

CALL FOR PAPERS: Theories of Entrepreneurship

As the field of entrepreneurship has matured, research in 
entrepreneurship has evolved from studying the phenomena 
of entrepreneurship, to adopting theory from other fields, 
to developing new theories of entrepreneurial behavior. The 
purpose of this special issue of the Strategic Entrepreneurship 
Journal is to bring together scholarly thought from different 
disciplines to extend the extant paradigms and/or to develop 
new theoretical frameworks. The guest editors invite authors 
to submit theoretical papers, using appropriate disciple-
specific tools of analysis, that revisit and revise existing 
theory, assumptions, or perspectives to more accurately reflect 
the challenges and realities of what we now know about 
entrepreneurship. The unit of observation in submitted models 
can either be the entrepreneur him/herself who perceives an 
opportunity and acts upon it or forms the opportunity through 
their actions, or the entrepreneurial firm that innovates. Original 
submissions are due by January 15, 2014.

SMj SPEcIal ISSUE

GSj SPEcIal ISSUE

SEj SPEcIal ISSUE
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With our new editorial team in place, we are excited and committed to building on the legacy of Dan and Mary Lou Schedel, Ed Zajac, and 
other invaluable contributors of SMJ. We will continue SMJ’s long-standing tradition of openness in term of both theory and methods.  A 
hallmark of the journal is seeking reliable answers to a wide range of questions that are important to strategic management scholars.  At 
the same time, we remain committed to operational excellence with the goal of providing open-minded, constructive and timely decisions 
for authors.

One of the first discussions of the new editorial team has involved methodological advances and norms.  One important topic in current 
discourse involves the challenges of parameter identification.   We will continue to encourage authors submitting articles to address 
endogeneity issues appropriately.  Hence, we have developed the following guidelines:

SMJ strongly supports research that seeks to address interesting and important questions in strategic management that involve 
complicated causal processes. SMJ recognizes that statistical analyses relevant to these questions may raise the issue of endogeneity. If 
relevant, authors should acknowledge this issue in submitted manuscripts, and make a good faith effort to address it. There are many 
approaches to addressing the potential for endogeneity in statistical analyses, ranging from logical argument to randomized controlled 
experiments, with many techniques in between.  SMJ acknowledges that none of these approaches is perfect in practice. Some data 
sets lend themselves more easily to particular approaches than others, and sometimes none of these approaches may be feasible. In 
such cases, it may be possible to rule out some alternative hypotheses through the use of regressions and other statistical analyses 
that demonstrate associations and correlations among variables rather than causation.

Beyond statistical analysis, SMJ remains open to a wide range of methods.  We look forward to engaging with authors in various forms of 
both theoretical and empirical analysis.

We want to thank SMS, Wiley-Blackwell, our colleagues on the SMJ Editorial Board and our superb Managing Editor, Lois Gast.  Most 
importantly we thank the membership of SMS and those who choose to submit papers to SMJ – you are the journal.

See you in Atlanta in the fall.

Alfonso, Connie, Will and Rich

SMj UPDaTE

For more information on the SMJ, please visit  
smj.strategicmanagement.net.

Will Mitchell
Duke University

Alfonso Gambardella
Bocconi University  

Rich Bettis
University of North Carolina–
Chapel Hill

Constance Helfat
Dartmouth College

We are delighted to announce Constance Helfat and Alfonso Gambardella are new Co-Editors of the Strategic Management Journal 
after Ed Zajac stepped down after twenty years of outstanding service as an SMJ Co-Editor and Associate Editor.  We are confident 
Constance and Alfonso are both great fits for the future of the SMJ. Both have a passion for making sure that SMJ as the flagship 
strategy journal continues to succeed and foster the cutting-edge research necessary to push the field of strategic management 
forward. They bring with them distinguished scholarly records and significant editorial experience. Constance and Alfonso joined Rich 
Bettis and Will Mitchell as Co-Editors as of July 1st.   We wish them much success and would like to thank Ed Zajac for his many years 
of dedication and service. To read more about the selection process and how the new co-editors responded upon hearing the good 
news, please click here.   

SMj wElcOMES NEw EDITORS

http://smj.strategicmanagement.net/
http://smj.strategicmanagement.net/welcome.php
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This is the third newsletter for Global Strategy Journal as we are at 
the mid-point of our third year in publication – May 2011 does not 
seem all that long ago.  We have now published the first volume 
of invited papers, two special issues, two Research Platforms, and 
nine double-blind reviewed regular articles, with about ten more 
regular papers in the queue for the next few issues. Torben and 
I are beginning to feel that we have reached the tipping point 
for sustainable growth. Of course, we are relying on you, our 
international strategy audience, to keep us on that path!

Just to provide some idea of how the inner processes of GSJ are 
doing, we offer the following (as of a few weeks ago, and of course 
the percentages are only indicative of the current flow – once all 
these papers are processed, we expect closer to 20% will have been 
accepted):

Total submissions –  270

Desk rejection –   23.5%

Rejected after review –  36.8%

Accepted (including SI) –  11.7%

Still in review/revision –  28.0%

I know that since Torben developed these numbers we have had 
several new submissions and at least two additional acceptances, 
so the database is growing! The point that we want to emphasize 
is that your paper has a better than 75% chance of being reviewed, 
compared to less than half in our most distinguished competing 
outlets. On the other hand, that does not mean that we are open 
to mediocre work, as evidenced by our near 1 in 10 acceptance 
rate. Given the submission rate, we feel that we are still in position 
to promise thoughtful, author-focused, developmental reviews and 
editing to help bring out the best in your papers.

Besides pursuing our mission of publishing the best work available 
from the community of global strategy scholars, we have been 
actively developing the idea of research leadership in the field that 
we presented in the last newsletter. We have published two special 
issues, one on emerging market multinational firms (thank you, 
Alvaro) and one on modularity and the strategic architecture of 
modern multinational firms (thank you, Ram, Gerry and Ronaldo). 
We published a Point/Counter-point pairing on the apparently 

immortal topic of multinationality and performance (thanks to 
Farok and Alain) and in the May 2013 a Research Perspective 
on non-market strategies (thanks to Jonathan and Rafael) with 
commentaries from Tim and Bryan [and if you don’t know the 
full identities of these contributors, you will just have to look 
at your back issues or look on line in the SMS website for the 
GSJ pages!].  We have upcoming topics addressing Corporate 
Social Responsibility and Global Strategy and pondering whether 
competitive advantage really is necessary for the development 
of a multinational enterprise. Finally, we have special issues on 
international alliance strategies and organizational learning and 
international strategy that have recently closed submissions with 
considerable interest.  

We have been aggressive with offering such topics because we 
want to encourage you to send us not just your best work, but 
your most innovative ideas. The global marketplace is a real and 
rapidly growing phenomenon, and global strategic management 
as a necessary response is driving ever more firms. Both the 
environment and the strategies are changing, often in unexpected 
and unprecedented ways. We at GSJ believe that the only response 
that will keep the global strategy scholarly community relevant in 
this high velocity world is innovation and timeliness in our research. 
We are trying to shine a light on new ideas for global strategy and 
absolutely intend to support innovative responses with serious, 
timely, and developmental reviews and editing as we work to build 
this community of scholars.

Our best wishes to you all,

Steve Tallman

Torben Pedersen

Co-Editors, GSJ

GSj UPDaTE
STRATEGIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP JOURNAL

For more information about the GSJ,  
please visit gsj.strategicmanagement.net.

Torben Pedersen
Copenhagen Business School

Steve Tallman
University of Richmond

VOLUME 1  NUMBER 1    

gsj.strategicmanagement.net
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Joseph Mahoney 

Nicolaj Siggelkow

Jeffrey Reuer

For more information on the SMS Fellows, please 
visit fellows.strategicmanagement.net.

FEllOwS NEwS

NEw FEllOwS IN 2013

We are happy to announce that the following individuals have been 
elected as an SMS Fellow in 2013.  It is a precept of the Fellows that 
once elected, a member will be forever listed as a Fellow.  We look 
forward to inducting these individuals as a Fellow at our upcoming 
meeting in Atlanta!

Active

Raffi Amit
Charles Baden-Fuller
Jay Barney
Christopher Bartlett
Richard Bettis
Joseph Bower
Robert Burgelman
Carlos Cavallé
Bala Chakravarthy
Karel Cool
Yves Doz
Irene Duhaime
Kathleen Eisenhardt
Pankaj Ghemawat
Vijay Govindarajan
William Guth
Donald Hambrick
Gary Hamel
Constance Helfat
Michael Hitt
Robert Hoskisson
Duane Ireland
Marvin Lieberman
Peter Lorange
Marjorie Lyles
Anita McGahan
Ian MacMillan
John McGee
Rita McGrath
Henry Mintzberg
Will Mitchell
David Norburn
Margaret Peteraf
Andrew Pettigrew
Michael Porter
Joan Enric Ricart
Richard Rumelt
Dan Schendel
Harbir Singh
George Stalk
Howard Thomas
Margarethe Wiersema
Sidney Winter
Edward Zajac

Inactive

Ming-Jer Chen
Ranjay Gulati
Anil Gupta
Bruce Kogut
Daniel Levinthal
Ken Smith
David Teece
Jose de la Torre

In Memoriam

Kenneth Andrews
H. Igor Ansoff
Edward Bowman
Alfred Chandler
Derek Channon
Arnold Cooper
Sumantra Ghoshal
Bruce Henderson
CK Prahalad
John Stopford 

As of December 31, 2012

ROSTER OF SMS FELLOWS

http://fellows.strategicmanagement.net
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Inaugurated in 2007, the prize is awarded annually to a relatively young or new scholar, who displays 
exemplary scholarship that promises to have an impact on future strategic management practice. 
Award funding is generously supported by the Strategy Research Foundation.  The criteria for this award 
recognizes a portfolio of work that suggests the candidate will make fundamental contributions to the 
way we think about knowledge essential to achieving durable organizational success. Eligible to be 
nominated are members of the SMS. The likely winner of the award will be within 5-8 years of active 
academic work from the date of his/her dissertation and have a record of publication and professional 
activity that has demonstrated his/her work to be significant and with impact.

The recipient of the SMS Emerging Scholar Award will be recognized at the SMS Annual International 
Conference and receives US$5,000.  He/she has the opportunity to present his/her research in a 
prominent setting at the SMS Annual International Conference and is recognized in the SMS journals. 
Nominations are accepted throughout the year with a deadline of April 30th.

SMS EMERGING ScHOlaR awaRD
aBOUT THE aNNUal PRIzE

sms  
emerGING 

sCHOLAr 
2013

Gary Dushnitsky

Gary Dushnitsky (PhD, NYU) is an Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship, 

and Academic Director of the Deloitte Institute of Innovation & Entrepreneurship at 

the London Business School. He also serves as a Senior Fellow at The Mack Center for 

Technological Innovation at The Wharton School.  

His work focuses on the economics of entrepreneurship and innovation. He explores 

the shifting landscape of entrepreneurial finance; studying the strategic interactions 

between entrepreneurs and investors in such settings as corporate venture capital 

and crowdfunding. His research appeared in leading academic journals, including 

Organization Science and the Strategic Management Journal. He received various 

academic distinctions including the inaugural Kauffmann Junior Faculty Fellowship 

(2009), and several best dissertation prizes. He serves as a senior editor at Organization 

Science and Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal, and is an elected officer of the Strategic 

Management Society.  He advises corporations and policy makers, and has worked with 

the World Economic Forum, OECD, and others.  His studies have been covered in the 

business media including Business Week, Financial Times, Les Echos.

PrevIOus reCIPIeNTs

Dovev Lavie  
(2012)

David Sirmon  
(2011)

Yan Anthea Zhang  
(2010)

Michael Lenox  
(2009)

Riitta Katila  
(2008)

Jeff Reuer  
(2007)

sms emerGING 
sCHOLAr

As of December 31, 2012
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The CK Prahalad Distinguished Scholar-Practitioner Award, introduced in 2011, was created to honor 
the legacy of CK Prahalad. The award recognizes excellence in the application of theory and research 
in practice. These include but are not limited to contributions to knowledge through the extraction 
of learning from practice; authored scholarly works that have substantively affected the practice of 
management; and/or the integration of research and practice. A scholar-practitioner who has used 
applied learning to influence how theory and research guide practice is honored by this award. Special 
attention will be given to a scholar-practitioner whose contributions have shaped the understanding of 
global strategic leadership. The recipient of this award is selected by a committee presided over by the 
SMS Past President.

cK PRaHalaD DISTINGUISHED ScHOlaR-PRacTITIONER awaRD
aBOUT THE aNNUal PRIzE

Clayton Christensen

CK PrAHALAD 
DIsTINGuIsHeD 

sCHOLAr-
PrACTITIONer 

2013

Clayton Christensen holds a B.A. from Brigham Young University and an M.Phil. in 
applied econometrics from Oxford University where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar. He 
received an MBA and a DBA from the Harvard Business School, where he is currently the 
Kim B. Clark Professor of Business Administration. He is regarded as one of the world’s 
top experts on innovation and growth.  He founded a number of successful companies 
and organizations which use and apply this theories in various ways: Innosight, a 
consulting firm helping companies create new growth businesses; Rose Park Advisors, a 
firm that identifies and invests in disruptive companies; and Innosight Institute, a non-
profit think tank whose mission is to apply his theories to vexing societal problems such 
as healthcare and education.  Clayton Christensen is the author of eight books and more 
than a hundred articles, including the New York Times best-selling, How Will You Measure 
Your Life? He received the Global Business Book Award for The Innovator’s Dilemma and 
The Economist named it as one of the six most important books about business ever 
written. In 2011 in a poll of thousands of executives, consultants and business school 
professors, he was named as the most influential business thinker in the world.

PrevIOus reCIPIeNTs

Nitin Nohria  
(2012)

Yves Doz  
(2011)
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SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE GENEVa REcaP
MARCH 20–23, 2013

Surrounded by panoramic views of Lake Geneva and the Alps, 
an unprecedented mix of academics, business practitioners, and 
consultants attended the SMS Lake Geneva Special Conference 
in March. Reflecting the theme of “Strategizing Practices from 
the Outliers: Enabling ‘Big Big’ Innovations,” the conference was 
a success in many ways. With 310 registered attendees and even 
more on a waiting list, the popularity of this event was impressive. 
A unique team of keynote gurus contributed: Julian Birkinshaw, 
Robert Burgelman, Bala Chakravarthy, Henry Chesbrough, Clayton 
Christensen, Costas Markides, Martin Reeves, and Sid Winter. 
Participants enjoyed thought-provoking presentations by outlier 
practitioners. 110 paper presentations in four tracks created a solid 
platform while a visit to the world’s largest R&D instrument, the 
Large Hadron Collider at CERN, offered a unique outlier experience.

The post conference survey showed 95% of attendees had their 
expectations exceeded or met. The conference showed how fertile 
interaction between academics (49% of attendees), business 
practitioners (36%) and consultants (15%) leads to strategic mind-
stretching. It can even create seeds for “Big Bang” innovations. 
43% of attendees mentioned that ABC-networking was a very 
important element of the overall conference experience.

Several partners made outstanding contributions to the success of 
the conference. Special thanks are given to CERN/ATLAS and IMD, 
who were strategic partners. The Boston Consulting Group, EPFL-

Lausanne and ESADE Business School also gave invaluable support. 
Thank you to all the individuals who worked passionately during 
this two year project.

Best Regards,

Julian Birkinshaw, Bettina Buchel, Albrecht Enders, Markus 
Nordberg, and Timo Santalainen

Program Co-Chairs

http://geneva.strategicmanagement.net
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SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE GlaSGOw REcaP 
juNe 20–22, 2013

The June SMS Special Conference held in Glasgow addressed the 
challenges involved in developing strategy in complex settings.  
The sun shone and participants saw Glasgow at its very best.  The 
conference featured 130 attendees from 25 countries including a 
mix of senior scholars, practitioners and early career researchers.  
The plenary sessions were particularly impressive.  Ian Mitroff and 
in-coming SMS President Marjorie Lyles opened the conference with 
their views on problem framing and the reality that most individuals 
and organizations face messes rather than problems.  Jean Bartunek 
picked up this theme with a rich account of a messy research study 
which examined the introduction of bi-lingual education in Boston’s 
school system.  Her account of the ebbs and flows of a long term 
research project which engaged teachers, school principals, policy 
makers and academics reinforced the message that research itself 
can be a challenge when the situation itself is changing rapidly.  

Senior practitioners formed a panel which covered healthcare, 
security and financial service to connect ideas from complexity 
theory to the lived reality of managerial action.  The conference 
closed with a view of the secret cultural lives of corporations based 
on the research of Roy Suddaby.  In between these great sessions, 
two memorable social events were held at the City Chambers and 
the Kelvingrove Museum.

We would like to thank the many countless individuals who 
volunteered their valuable time and resources to this make 
conference a reality.  Thank you to our sponsors - Glasgow City 

Marketing Bureau, Taylor Clarke, Heriot Watt University, and the 
University of Glasgow. We hope everyone embraced the Scottish 
hospitality and warm collegiate atmosphere.

Kind regards,

J Ignacio Canales, Robert MacIntosh, and Donald MacLean 

Program Co-Chairs

http://glasgow.strategicmanagement.net
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Dear Colleagues,

The 2013 SMS Annual International Conference, which will focus 
on Strategy and Sustainability, is but a few short months away and 
we are looking forward to welcoming you to Atlanta in September.  
The history of Atlanta, a city that has persevered and grown through 
multiple significant economic and societal shifts, reflects the multi-
faceted nature of sustainability and provides an ideal context for 
exploring issues surrounding competitive, environmental and social 
sustainability.  The sustainability theme for this year’s conference 
will be reflected in three main conference tracks, several plenary 
and showcase events and in the panels and presentations offered 
by each of the Interest Groups and Communities.  We anticipate 
that through these exchanges of work and ideas, new perspectives 
on the concept of competitive sustainability and the role of 
organizations in the development and promotion of social and 
environmental sustainability will emerge.

Innovative and challenging pre-conference workshops and Sunday 
morning programs have been developed by the Interest Groups 
and the Teaching Community. The leaders of these groups have 
also organized track programs consisting of paper presentations, 
common ground sessions and panel discussions that are designed 
to inform, question and stimulate new thinking on current and 
emergent topics in strategy research and practice.  We wish to offer 
our thanks to the IG and Community leaders for their hard work in 
putting in developing this portion of the program.

We will open the conference with a plenary panel that highlights 
one of the dimensions of sustainability encompassed in the 
conference theme: sustainability of competitive advantage.  Titled 
“The Future of Strategy in a Transient Advantage World,” three 
experts representing the three main constituencies of SMS, Rita 
Gunther McGrath (Columbia University), V. Ganapathy Subramanian 
(Infosys), and Ryan McManus (Accenture), will lay out their 
perspectives of what strategy means when advantages are short-
lived.  Among the issues that will be addressed are how strategy 

2013 SMS aNNUal INTERNaTIONal cONFERENcE aTlaNTa
sePTemBer 28–OCTOBer 1, 2013

SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE GlaSGOw REcaP 
juNe 20–22, 2013

should be created, how time compression changes decision-making 
and what new questions should be addressed.  

On Monday, Neville Isdell, former Chairman and CEO of The Coca-
Cola Company will be presented with the SMS Lifetime Achievement 
Award.  Mr. Isdell is widely credited with executing a turn-around of 
The Coca-Cola Company during his tenure as CEO and Chairman of 
the Board.  

Tuesday’s plenary panel will focus on Strategy and Sustainability.  
Panel members Cynthia Cantor (GE Power), Ed Rogers (UPS), and 
Stuart Hart (Cornell University) will discuss “Is Green Green?: 
Insights from Industry and Academia.”

Several showcase panels have been developed to round out the 
plenary program.  We currently have three panels on the schedule 
for Monday.  “What Can We Do with Business Models: The 
Sustainability of Firms and the Community?” will bring together 
a number of leading scholars to discuss what can be done with 
business models and how they can create insight into issues of 
sustainability of firms and of communities. Participants include 
Charles Baden-Fuller (City University London), Anita McGahan 
(University of Toronto), Ramon Casadesus-Masanell (Harvard 
University), and Ian MacMillan (University of Pennsylvania).  A 
second panel, “Maintaining the Legitimacy, Differentiation and 
Mobilization of Strategic Management,” will be organized as a 
discussion forum that addresses a number of questions pertaining 

SMS 33rd ANNUAL 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Atlanta
SEP 28 – OCT 1, 2013

Frank Roathermel
Georgia Institute of 
Technology
Conference Co-Chair

Pam Barr 
Georgia State University
Conference Co-Chair

For more information, please visit the conference 
website: atlanta.strategicmanagement.net.

atlanta.strategicmanagement.net
http://atlanta.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=740
http://atlanta.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1404
atlanta.strategicmanagement.net
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2013 SMS aNNUal INTERNaTIONal cONFERENcE aTlaNTa
sePTemBer 28–OCTOBer 1, 2013

MONDay NIGHT EVENT 
The GeorGia aquarium

Conference attendees will have exclusive, after-hours access to all 
of the galleries, Deepo’s Undersea 3D Wondershow, and the unique 
experience of dining alongside whales, sharks, and living reefs.

The Georgia Aquarium is the largest in the world and houses 
120,000 animals in more than ten million gallons of water. Through 
a path of more than sixty exhibits, the aquarium tells a global 
water story, with features modeled after the greatest zoos and 
aquariums in the world. Each exhibit is designed to inspire, entertain 
and educate. To date, the Georgia Aquarium has attracted more 
than eleven million visitors. We hope you will join us for this 
memorable event on Monday, September 30 2013!

to the current status and future of strategic management as an 
academic field. Moderated by Jerayr Martin Haleblian (University of 
Georgia) and Heli Wang (Singapore Management University), the 
discussion panelists include Jay Barney (University of Utah), Ming-
Jer Chen (University of Virginia), Mike Hitt (Texas A&M University), 
Joe Mahoney (University of Illinois), Margie Peteraf (Dartmouth 
College), and Mike Russo (University of Oregon).  The third Monday 
showcase panel, currently titled “Sustainability as Strategy Practice,” 
will bring together scholars and consultants to discuss the results 
of a recent survey of firms on their sustainability practices and 
their implications for strategic management.  Organized by Timo 
Santalainen (Aalto University) and Martin Reeves, (BCG Strategy 
Institute), panelists will include representatives from the BCG 
Institute, leading academic institutions and management.   

Tuesday’s schedule also includes three showcase panels.  
“Understanding the Evolution Towards Sustainable Models of the 
Enterprise: The Empirical Challenges” includes panellists Maurizio 
Zollo (Bocconi University), Arnaldo Camuffo (Bocconi University), 
Timothy Devinney (University of Technology-Sydney), Joe Mahoney 
(University of Illinois), and Mike Russo (University of Oregon). They 
will address the theme of this year’s conference by focusing on 
the empirical challenges in the study of organizational evolution 
towards sustainable enterprise model.  A second showcase session 

will include Brian Boyd (City University of Hong Kong), Don Bergh 
(University of Denver), Steve Gove (Virginia Tech) and Duane 
Ireland (Auburn University).  This discussion panel will address the 
common pitfalls in measurement associated with the abstract and 
often unobservable constructs that are central to strategy research, 
as well as identify opportunities for crafting more powerful and 
informative measures. The third showcase panel will be a moderated 
discussion with editors of the SMS journals about the future of 
research in SMS’s domain.

Three social events have been planned for the Conference.  Sunday’s 
opening reception and Tuesday’s closing reception will take place at 
the Omni Hotel.  Monday’s gala event will take place at the Georgia 
Aquarium which is within easy walking distance of the Omni Hotel.  
In addition, four extension conferences are being offered at locations 
in the southern United States, including Tennessee, South Carolina, 
Houston, and the Atlanta region. Be sure to check them out! 

Atlanta is a city steeped in U.S. history and offers a wide range of 
activities including museums, sporting events, historical exhibits and 
outdoor activities.  We look forward to welcoming you to our city 
and to seeing you at the conference.

Warmest regards,

Pam and Frank
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2013 SMS aNNUal INTERNaTIONal cONFERENcE aTlaNTa
sePTemBer 28–OCTOBer 1, 2013

CONFereNCe AT A GLANCe

Saturday, September 28, 2013
Pre-Conference Workshops
19:00 – 21:00 Welcome Reception

Sunday, September 29, 2013
08:00 — 09:15 Interest Group Sessions 
09:15 — 09:45 AM Coffee Break 
09:45 — 11:00 Interest Group Sessions 
11:15 — 12:30 Interest Group Sessions 
12:30 — 13:30 Lunch 
13:45 — 14:45  Plenary: The Future of Strategy in a 

Transient Advantage World 
14:45 — 15:15 PM Coffee Break 
15:15 — 16:30 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
16:45 — 18:00 Interest Group Business Meetings 
18:15 — 19:00 SMS Business Meeting 

Monday, September 30, 2013 
08:00 — 09:15 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
09:15 — 09:45 AM Coffee Break 
09:45 — 11:00 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
11:15 — 12:00 Plenary: Lifetime Achievement Award 
12:00 — 12:45 Plenary: CK Prahalad Award
12:45 — 13:45 Lunch 
14:00 — 15:15 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
15:30 — 16:30 Showcase Panels 
16:30 — 17:00 PM Coffee Break 
17:00 — 18:15 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
19:00 — 22:00  Monday Night Event at the Georgia 

Aquarium 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 
08:00 — 09:15 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
09:15 — 09:45 AM Coffee Break 
09:45 — 10:45  Plenary: Is Green Green?: Insights 

from Industry and Academia 
11:00 — 12:15 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
12:15 — 14:00 Award Lunch 
14:15 — 15:15 Showcase Panels 
15:15 — 15:45 PM Coffee Break 
15:45 — 17:00 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
17:15 — 18:30 Paper/Common Ground/Panel 

Sessions 
19:00 — 20:00 Closing Reception
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aTlaNTa ExTENSIONS

ExTENSION 1: HOUSTON, Tx
Location: Rice University

Date:  September 26

Theme:   Strategy Research on Emerging Economies

Organizers:  Robert Hoskisson, Prashant Kale, Haiyang Li

ExTENSION 2: KNOxvILLE, TN
Location: University of Tennessee

Date:  September 27

Theme:   Behavioral Strategy and Entrepreneurship

Organizers:  Rhonda Reger, David Williams

ExTENSION 3: CHARLESTON, SC
Location: Charleston Place Hotel

Date:  September 27

Theme:   Comparative Corporate Governance and Global 
Strategy

Organizers:  Tatiana Kostova, Marc van Essen

ExTENSION 4: ATLANTA, GA
Location: Kennesaw State University

Date:  October 2

Theme:    Family Business: New Ideas for Research in 
Strategic Management

Organizers:  Sanjay Goel, Torsten Pieper, Rajaram Veliyath

Four individually organized one-day workshops will be held before and after the Annual Conference in Atlanta.  These will be hosted by 
different academic intuitions located in Tennessee, Georgia, Texas and South Carolina.  We hope you consider joining us for one (or more) of 
these events!

For more information about this year’s Extensions, 
please visit atlanta.strategicmanagement.net/
overview.php.

http://atlanta.strategicmanagement.net/overview.php
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SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE INDIa
DEcEMBER 17–19, 2013

We are developing detailed plans for the SMS Special Conference in 
Mohali, India in December 2013.  

The submission deadline has already passed and we are pleased 
with the amount of quality proposals received. Our diligent track 
chairs are in the process of completing the decisions regarding the 
acceptance of proposals while exciting plenary sessions are being 
put together.  We have selected two excellent hotels in the vicinity 
and our hotel room block is secured.

Strategy scholars from India and around the world will arrive at the 
Indian School of Business (ISB), Mohali campus.  ISB already hosted 
a similar SMS conference in 2008 at their Hyderabad campus.  The 
theme of this conference is “Strategic Leadership: An Emerging 
Market Perspective.” As the center of gravity of corporate and 
business growth continues to shift towards emerging economies, 
scholars and practitioners at the conference will discuss the 
opportunities, challenges and lessons for multinationals as well as 
local firms. The emerging economies, home to most of the world’s 
population, also provide fertile opportunities for making tangible 
impact on human life, and so cutting edge thinking on topics such 
as social entrepreneurship, corporate social responsibility, and 
strategies for the bottom of the pyramid will also be discussed 
and debated.  The specific track themes include: Leadership and 
Governance, Emerging Country Multinationals, BOP and Reverse 
Innovation, and Strategies to Re-invent the Western Multinational.  
Specific panel themes will include such provocative and exciting 
themes as China vs. India and Corporate Social Responsibility. The 
conference will end on the evening of December 18th with a gala 
dinner and cultural program at the historic Pinjore Gardens in the 
vicinity of the conference venue.

For the most recent news and resources, please continue to check 
the SMS India website.

Strategic
leadership:
AN EMERGING MARKET

PERSPECTIVE

SMS SPECIAL CONFERENCE
DEC 17-19, 2013 • MOHALI, INDIA

EMERGING

For more information about the  
India Conference, please visit:  
india2013.strategicmanagement.net.

Charles Dhanaraj
Indiana University
Conference Co-Chair

Prashant Kale 
Rice University
Conference Co-Chair

MB Sarkar 
Temple University
Conference Co-Chair

Jay Anand 
Ohio State University
Conference Co-Chair

DOCTORAL AND FACULTY WORKSHOPS

On Thursday, December 19, 2013, two consortia for junior 
faculty and doctoral students will take place at ISB Mohali. 
The main objective of these workshops is to provide guidance 
to young scholars in terms of career paths, conducting and 
publishing high quality and impactful research, and pursuing 
impact in the classroom.  These workshops will strive to bring 
junior and senior scholars from the leading business schools 
around the world together for in-depth conversations and also 
provide an excellent opportunity to promote and strengthen 
ties between Indian and international researchers. These 
workshops will also feature a “Meet the Editors” session 
with editors from the SMS journals and other top journals 
represented. 

Details on selection criteria and deadlines can be found on our 
website. 

http://india2013.strategicmanagement.net/
india2013.strategicmanagement.net
http://india2013.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1374
http://india2013.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1497
http://india2013.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=179 
http://india2013.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1473
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Dear Colleagues,

We are delighted to introduce the SMS Special Conference in Tel-
Aviv. Known as “The City That Never Sleeps,” Tel-Aviv is a popular 
international tourist destination, renowned for its Mediterranean 
coastline, 24-hour culture, bars, restaurants, cafés, parks, shopping, 
and cosmopolitan lifestyle. It is a major performing arts center and 
an economic hub, in the heart of the land of the Bible and within 
easy reach of its numerous historical landmarks.

The Tel-Aviv Special Conference will offer you an opportunity to 
engage in discussions with colleagues and practitioners. Kathleen 
Eisenhardt, Will Mitchell and Ed Zajac will serve as plenary 
speakers at the Tel Aviv Special Conference. The Conference’s 
four competitive tracks will bring together scholars interested in 
competitive strategy, corporate strategy, global strategy, knowledge 
and innovation, entrepreneurship, and cooperation. Track chairs 
are: Julian Birkinshaw, Lori Rosenkopf, J. Myles Shaver and 
Alfonso Gambardella. A practitioner track will feature prominent 
speakers from industry and government that will debate regional 
development. A doctoral consortium, headed by Rob Salomon, will 
offer further opportunities to promote young scholarship. We have 
aligned an exceptional group of speakers and contributors who will 
enrich our understanding of the strategies that drive innovation, 

SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE TEl aVIV
mArCH 9–11, 2014

SMS Special Conference

Tel Aviv
March 9–11, 2014

Gary Dushnitsky
London Business School
Program Chair

Niron Hashai
Hebrew University
Program Chair

Dovev Lavie
Technion-Israel Institute of 
Technology
Program Chair

Ithai Stern
Northwestern University
Program Chair

entrepreneurship and growth. We invite you to join us and take part 
in this exciting event, engage in promising discussions, and explore 
the wonders of the Holy Land and the vibrant city of Tel-Aviv.

Tel-Aviv is where Israel’s transformation from a stretch of farmland 
into a high-tech wonder started over two decades ago. The first 
startup boom took place in the 1990s, but ended shortly thereafter 
when the dot com bubble burst in 2000. However, during the past 
several years, a new generation of startups has begun to emerge, 
transforming Tel-Aviv into an oasis of creativity and innovation, 
labeled by Wired Magazine as one of the “Hottest Startup Capitals” 
and ranked by Globe and Mail as the most creative city in the 
world. With more than 4,000 active technology startups and 
numerous R&D centers for world-renowned technology giants, 
including Intel, Google, Apple, and Microsoft, Tel-Aviv is a genuine 
hot bed of innovation for creative and knowledge-based industries. 
Tel-Aviv boasts more entrepreneurs and VC funding per capita 
than anywhere else on Earth. The diversity of the city’s economic 
fabric covers a vast array of high-tech industry clusters and the 
full spectrum of the high-tech life cycle, from grassroots startups 
to multinational superpowers. Ready to prove that its high-tech 
industry is back in business, these numerous new and ‘reborn’ 
companies make Tel-Aviv the perfect place to hold a conference on 
Startup and Restart Strategies.

A warm and sunny welcome awaits you.

Gary Dushnitsky
Niron Hashai
Dovev Lavie

For more information about the Tel Aviv Conference, 
please visit telaviv.strategicmanagement.net.

SMS Special Conference

Tel Aviv
March 9–11, 2014

September 3, 2013
Submission Deadline for Proposals

September 10, 2013
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline

Late October, 2013
Notifications of Program Review Committee Decisions

December 3, 2013
Early Registration & Presenter Registration Deadline

March 9-11, 2014
SMS Special Conference Tel Aviv

ImPOrTANT DATes AND DeADLINes

http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/index.php
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=31
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1385
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=181
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=6584
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/index.php
http://telaviv.strategicmanagement.net/index.php
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SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE TEl aVIV
mArCH 9–11, 2014

Nicolai Foss
 Copenhagen Business School 
Conference Co-Chair

Torben Pedersen
 Copenhagen Business School 
Conference Co-Chair

MIcROFOUNDaTIONS FOR STRaTEGIc 
MaNaGEMENT RESEaRcH: EMBRacING 
INDIVIDUalS

For this Special Conference in Copenhagen, the SMS brings strategic 
management scholars and practitioners together to discuss and 
develop strategies to address and make concrete the increasingly 
important theme of microfoundations.  Thus, we seek answers to 
questions, such as how do capabilities, strategies, and decisions 
result from individuals and their interactions. 

We mix specialist tracks on strategic decision-making, top-
management teams, entrepreneurship, strategic human resources, 
and methodological issues with panels, motions, and keynote talks 
to create an excellent opportunity to examine the challenges to 
strategic management theory, empirics and teaching represented by 
microfoundations.  

Note that this special conference is arranged back-to-back with 
the annual conference of the Danish Research Unit on Industrial 
Dynamics (DRUID) (June 16-18), giving participants the opportunity 
to enjoy five exciting conference days in wonderful Copenhagen. 

SMS SPEcIal cONFERENcE cOPENHaGEN
juNe 14–15, 2014

Copenhagen
June 14-15, 2014

SMS SPECIAL
CONFERENCE

For more information about the  
Copenhagen Conference, please visit  
copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net.

MOTIONS
“Let it be resolved that the individual is the indispensable 
starting point for theorizing in strategy.”

“Let it be resolved that psychology and social psychology 
provide essential microfoundations for strategy.”  

KEyNOTE SPEaKERS
Ernst Fehr, University of Zürich
Richard Rumelt, University of California-Los Angeles

PaNElS
How Much Foresight Should We Assume of Managers in 
Strategy Research?
Giovanni Gavetti, Sidney Winter, Dan Lovallo

The Role of Organizational Design in the 
Microfoundations of Strategy
Tobias Kretschmer, Todd Zenger, Thorbjørn Knudsen

Empirical Challenges of Microfoundations in Strategy 
Alfonso Gambardella, Timothy Devinney

December 5, 2013
Submission Deadline for Proposals

December 12, 2013
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline

Late January, 2014
Notifications of Program Review Committee Decisions

February 28th, 2014
Early Registration and Presenter Registration Deadline

June 14th - 15th
SMS Special Conference Micro-Foundations for 
Strategic Management Research: Embracing Individuals

ImPOrTANT DATes AND DeADLINes

http://copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=1320
http://copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net/bio.php?u=5730
http://copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net
http://copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net


2013 SMS BOARD

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Bob Hoskisson, President 
Jay Barney, Past President
Marjorie Lyles, President-Elect
Steven Floyd, Treasurer
Nikolaus Pelka, Executive Director

DIRECTORS
Africa Arino, 2011–2013
Robert Burgelman, 2011–2013
Margaret Peteraf, 2011–2013
Pamela Barr, 2012–2014
Russell Coff, 2012–2014
Richard Whittington, 2012–2014
Laura Cardinal, 2013–2015
Javier Gimeno, 2013–2015
Costas Markides, 2013–2015

A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The Strategic management Society (SmS) is unique in 
bringing together the worlds of reflective practice and 
thoughtful scholarship. The Society consists of nearly 
3,000 members representing over 80 different countries. 
membership, composed of academics, business practitioners, 
and consultants, focuses its attention on the development 
and dissemination of insights on the strategic management 
process, as well as fostering contacts and interchange around 
the world.

The Society is probably best known through the Strategic 
management Journal (SmJ) published by John Wiley & 
Sons. This Class a journal has become the leading scholarly 
publication in the field of Strategic management and 
is consistently rated one of the top publications in the 
management area. in 2007 the Society launched the 
Strategic entrepreneurship Journal (SeJ) and in 2010 the 
Global Strategy Journal (GSJ). The intent is for these new 
quarterly publications to soon also become Class a journals 
and to promote the development and dissemination of 
advances in the field by maintaining the highest standards 
of intellectual thought combined with practical relevance, 
just as their sister publication SmJ has done for many years.
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2013 IG LEADERSHIP

COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
Glenn Hoetker, Arizona State University 
Gary Dushnitsky, London Business School
Juan Alcacer, Harvard University
REPS AT LARGE: 
Samina Karim, Boston University
Tunji Adegbesan, Pan-African University
Giovanni Battista Dagnino, University of Catania
Lyda Bigelow, University of Utah
Rahul Kapoor, University of Pennsylvania
Peter Klein, University of Missouri

CORPORATE STRATEGY
Donald Bergh, University of Denver
Laszlo Tihanyi, Texas A&M University
Heli Wang, Singapore Management University
REPS AT LARGE: 
Bruce Lamont, Florida State University
Douglas Miller, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign
Rocki-Lee DeWitt, University of Vermont
Caterina Moschieri, Instituto de Empresa/CLSBE
Jerayr Haleblian, University of Georgia
Toyah Miller, Indiana University

GLObAL STRATEGY
Timothy Devinney, University of Technology-Sydney
Elizabeth Rose, Aalto University School of Economics
Nandini Lahiri, Temple University
REPS AT LARGE: 
Yan (Anthea) Zhang, Rice University
Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School
Luis vives, ESADE - Ramon Llull University
Daphne Yiu, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Susan Perkins, Northwestern University
vikas Kumar, University of Sydney

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & STRATEGY
Christopher Tucci, Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology-Lausanne
Garry Bruton, Texas Christian University
Naga Lakshmi Damaraju, Indian School of Business
REPS AT LARGE: 
Isin Guler, Sabanci Universitesi
Janet Bercovitz, University of Illinois-Urbana 
Champaign
Balagopal vissa, INSEAD
Benjamin Hallen, London Business School
Martin Ganco, University of Minnesota
Susanna Khavul, University of Texas-Arlington

KNOWLEDGE & INNOVATION
Gabriel Szulanski, INSEAD
Corey Phelps, HEC-Paris
Stefano Brusoni, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology-
Zurich
REPS AT LARGE: 
Melissa Schilling, New York University
Anu Wadhwa, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de 
Lausanne
Robert Salomon, New York University
Lisa Gaerber, Copenhagen Business School
Charles Williams, Bocconi University
Sheryl Winston Smith, Temple University

bEHAVIORAL STRATEGY 
Thomas Powell, Oxford University
Christina Fang, New York University
Shayne Gary, University of New South Wales

STRATEGY PROCESS
Tomi Laamanen, Aalto University
Taco Reus, Erasmus University - Rotterdam
xavier Castaner, University of Lausanne
REPS AT LARGE: 
Adelaide King, University of Virginia
J Ignacio Canales, University of Glasgow
Franz Kellermanns, University of Tennessee
Jeffrey Martin, Univeristy of Alabama
John Prescott, University of Pittsburgh
Markus Menz, University of St. Gallen

STRATEGY PRACTICE
Timo Santalainen, Aalto University
Hanna Lehtimaki, University of Tampere
Elena Antonacopoulou, University of Liverpool
REPS AT LARGE: 
Basak Yakis-Douglas, University of Oxford
Martin Friesl, Lancaster University
Paul Hunter, Strategic Management Institute
Martin Reeves, BCG
David Collis, Harvard University
Stephanie Dameron, University of Paris-Dauphine

STRATEGIC HUMAN CAPTIAL 
Pat Wright, Cornell University
Todd Zenger, Washington University-St. Louis
Clinton Chadwick, University of Kansas
REPS AT LARGE: 
Scott Snell, University of Virginia
Janice Molloy, Michigan State University
Benjamin Campbell, Ohio State University
Alison Mackey, California Polytechnic State University
Matthew Bidwell, University of Pennsylvania
Anthony Nyberg, University of South Carolina

STAKEHOLDER STRATEGY 
Jeffery Harrison, University of Richmond
Richard Priem, Texas Christian University
Sybille Sachs, University of Applied Sciences Zurich
REPS AT LARGE: 
Michael Barnett, University of Oxford
Robert Phillips, University of Richmond
Doug Bosse, University of Richmond
Irene Henriques, York University
Heather Elms, American University
Daniel Arenas, ESADE

COOPERATIVE STRATEGIES
Jeffrey Reuer, Purdue University
Dovev Lavie, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
Kyle Mayer, University of Southern California
REPS AT LARGE: 
Tina Dacin, Queen’s University
Andrew Shipilov, INSEAD
Ha Hoang, ESSEC Business School
Laura Poppo, University of Kansas
Ravi Madhavan, University of Pittsburgh

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
Parthiban David, American University
Karen Schnatterly, University of Missouri
Anja Tuschke, University of Munich
REPS AT LARGE: 
Hicheon Kim, Korea University
Scott Johnson, Oklahom State University
Ruth Aguilera, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign
Christine Shropshire, University of Georgia
Craig Crossland, Univeristy of Texas
Brian Connelly, Auburn University

TEACHING COMMUNITY
Jay Dial, Ohio State University
Margaret Cording, IMD
Robert Wright, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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